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HISTORY

Barnett, Cynthia, Oral History Program at the University of Florida, Interview of Dr. John M. DeGrove, December 1, 2001, Gainesville, Florida. Transcript (4 pages), available on-line at:

1000 Friends of Florida, Dr. John M. DeGrove: A Florida Icon (Tallahassee, FL 1000 Friends of Florida 2012)


DeGrove, John M., Course Description and Outline for PUP 6105, “Politics of Planning and Growth Management: Pathways to Sustainable and Livable Communities Through Smart Growth Initiatives,” Fall 1999. (John’s last semester teaching as Director of the Joint Center.)

OBITUARIES and MEMORIAL STATEMENTS


Nicholas, James, "Working with John DeGrove"
THE FAU-FIU JOINT CENTER


Grooms, Angela M., Catalogue of the DeGrove Library (126 pages-prepared before select items were sent to UF and balance in storage).

Grooms, Angela M., “Center for Urban & Environmental Solutions REPORTS, 1972-Present”


THE INSTITUTE OF GOVERNMENT


Greater Delray Beach Visions 2000 Assembly, POLICY STATEMENT, based upon the “Visions 2000 Assembly” held at Indian River Plantation, Hutchinson Island, Stuart, Florida, May 19-21, 1988, 44 pages. (This is just a sample. The IOG and the Joint Center teamed up to coordinate 50 assemblies addressing a wide array of topics, and a complete list can be found in the chronological section of the “History,” cited above.)

BY JOHN M. DEGROVE


WEB RESOURCES

VIDEO.
School of Urban and Regional Planning, 2011-2012 Lecture Series: Rethinking Planning in Florida, “DeGrove’s Legacy and the Joint Center Model,” May 15, 2012, one-hour, with Charles L. Siemon; James Nicholas; Lance DeHaven-Smith; Carla Coleman; Sarah Shannon; Frank Schnidman; and James Murley.
Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HRik_zt74IQ

Link: http://www.library.ufl.edu/spec/pkyonge/degrove.htm